A FIRST FOR THIS ISSUE is the Moroccan-style hash
of Jerry Whiting and LeBlanc CNE, who we have featured before
for his tumbled hash methods that are thousands of years old.
What makes this issue special is the Hemp-hash, a first in NW Leaf
publishing history. The CBD rich hash is pulled from select Oregon
Hemp chemovars known for producing flavorful colas rich in
CBD trichomes, and this hash is full of full plant medicinal values
straight from a plant that is spreading across the country. Check
out our review below, and all the great solventless examples of
concentrates we have gathered for you!

SEATTLE BUBBLE WORKS DEATH STAR
Temple Ball

CANNAVORE FORUM CUT
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES
Rosin 57.76% THC

Sweet pine and sugary
kush cookie batter
flavors waft out of a
shiny, thick rosin that
has a sharp, piney
exhale and a mind
clearing, creative high.

54.63% THC | 5.79% CBG

These beautiful concentrates are made in a
traditional method used for centuries by heating
and pressing and rolling hash or kief (in this case
ice water extracted bubble has) until it forms a
melty resinous texture and compresses, which
reveals new flavors and changes the dynamic of
the high. This hash is easily storable and ageable,
with reserve stocks of hash known to cure and
develop like wine over the course of years. The
Death Star Temple Ball has floral and rich notes
of chocolate and sweet skunk. The hash melts
easily and has a rich, smooth and layered flavor,
and a relaxing high that chills the body while
imparting a happy CBG mood-elevating high.

BLING FACTORY WHITE ROMULAN
Rosin

58.27% THC

Lightly gooey and full of
creamy woods and pine
notes with a spicy OG exhale
and a relaxing high with a
sensory-energetic mind buzz.

SOLVENTLESS
DANK CZAR PINEAPPLE EXPRESS HASH

SKAGIT ORGANICS DUTCH TREAT

Sour cheese meets tropical bliss
with a sweet-funky rosin with a light,
flaky texture and clean melt that is
heavy in the mind with a full body
energetic buzz.

Earthy and ultra-piney, this
classic Dutch rosin is thick but
still pliable and has an easy
melt with a citrusy sweet exhale
and a perky daytime high.

Rosin 72.7% THC

SEATTLE BUBBLE WORKS
SUNSET SHERBERT
Ice Water Hash

53.93% THC | 8.62% CBG

Bright but sultry citrus and cookies notes
blend in a bubbly melt with a long lasting
smoke with and a long lasting and
enveloping chillaxed high.

SOLVENTLESS HASH

Rosin 71% THC

GORGE GOLD CHERRY COOKIES HASH
Rosin Hashelhoff

Lighter notes of lemon cookies
lead, but pressing into this thick
and almost waxy rosin offers a
trippy time-warping feeling of
supreme bakedness.

refers to hash, kief or rosin that has been processed and collected
using only natural and sometimes ancient methods of extraction. These include ice
water, which is used with filtered bags to create bubble hash, kief or sift, which can
be separated by tumbling, sifting or beating trichomes off the plant, or rosin, which
involves using heat to squish raw plant flowers or hash/kief previously extracted.

LEBLANC CNE DJ SHORT’S BLUEBERRY
Moroccan Hash

Creamy light notes of blueberry and floral kush
drift out of this hash pastille, which crumbles with
medium pressure and melts gently above a bowl or
on its own, revealing a richer spectrum of blueberry
flavors with an earthy tang and a relaxing, full body
Indica high

LEBLANC CNE OREGON HEMP COLA MOROCCAN HASH

Mildly earthy with a light sweetness to it, this hash
is made from pure hemp trichomes and is both so
familiar and so different from regular Cannabis
hash. Our first time smoking hemp, and in hash
form, something that is truly unique and extremely
special. A little denser than the Cannabis version,
it reveals a salty-piney richness when crumbled
before smoking, but transforms into a sweet and
palate warming rich smoke when burned. It smokes
more like a dense flower than a hash, cherrying and
sending warm waves of smoke that impart instant
mental clarity and focus, with a calm sense of wellbeing and a happy body high that settles in over the
course of hours. A perfect way to enjoy smoking the
same Hemp George Washington grew and loved,
and with all the benefits of full plant CBD, we expect
to see this spread in the future.

DANK CZAR PINEAPPLE ZKITTLES Bubble Hash

Tropical waves of floral fruit burst from this
beautiful 6 star bubble hash, which has a spectacular
melt and a light but rich vapor with sour Skittles and
OG flavors that grab the lungs and spread hard and
fast into the body and mind in a rush of sedated bliss.
87% THC

GORGE GOLD PURPLE PUNCH HASH
Rosin Hashelhoff

Solid chunk rosin with a
perfect syrupy-punch flavor
with milder notes of vanilla
and lemon kush and a rich
flavor that tickles the nose
into deep breaths the drive a
sedating and euphoric high
right into the frontal lobes.
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